Off-the-Ear Power Options

Advanced Bionics introduces Off-the-Ear Power Options for Harmony™ and Auria™ BTE sound processors. Small and lightweight, the new wearing styles give every recipient flexibility and comfort, security and convenience.

Harmony BTE sound processor with BTE Power Adapter

Cable Options: 5”, 11”, 22”, 32”

PowerCel Adapter with PowerCel attached**

* The PowerCel Adapter may not have sufficient power to support use by all bilateral implant recipients.
** Compatible with Harmony and Auria sound processors.

Bilateral Power Option

Two Harmony BTE sound processors with BTE Power Adapters attached**

Bilateral Power Adapter

PowerCel Adapter with PowerCel attached**

* The PowerCel Adapter may not have sufficient power to support use by all bilateral implant recipients.
** Compatible with Harmony and Auria sound processors.

A lighter weight alternative
From active adults to tiny toddlers, less weight on-the-ear can offer more comfort for every recipient.

Peace of mind
Designed for active lifestyles, parents and recipients can feel confident that the battery will stay securely in place.

Grows with your child
The new Off-the-Ear Power Options allow the AB cochlear implant system to grow with your child from infancy to adulthood. Start with a secure and lightweight off-the-ear option and transition to a convenient behind-the-ear wearing style.

Options for every adult
Whether you are an active adult wanting less on-the-ear or a bilateral recipient looking for a convenient power option, the new Off-the-Ear Power Options are flexible for every lifestyle.

Bilateral Power*
Only AB gives bilateral recipients of all ages the option to power both processors with one battery.